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Multi-view object pose distribution tracking for pre-grasp planning on
mobile robots

Lakshadeep Naik1, Thorbjørn Mosekjær Iversen1, Aljaz Kramberger1, Jakob Wilm1 and Norbert Krüger1

Abstract— The ability to track the 6D pose distribution of
an object when a mobile manipulator robot is still approaching
the object can enable the robot to pre-plan grasps that combine
base and arm motion. However, tracking a 6D object pose dis-
tribution from a distance can be challenging due to the limited
view of the robot camera. In this work, we present a framework
that fuses observations from external stationary cameras with
a moving robot camera and sequentially tracks it in time to
enable 6D object pose distribution tracking from a distance. We
model the object pose posterior as a multi-modal distribution
which results in a better performance against uncertainties
introduced by large camera-object distance, occlusions and
object geometry. We evaluate the proposed framework on a
simulated multi-view dataset using objects from the YCB data
set. Results show that our framework enables accurate tracking
even when the robot camera has poor visibility of the object.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inspired by the success of mobile logistic robots in ware-

houses, mobile manipulator robots are also making strides

towards solving different day to day tasks (e.g. assisting

cafeteria staff in cleaning cafeteria tables [1]). The success of

such robots largely depends on two factors: time efficiency
i.e how fast a robot can complete the task and number of
failed grasps. For example, failed grasps can create more

problems such as spilling of leftover coffee from a mug, so

it’s better to not attempt a grasp if there are high risks of

failure.

Existing works have addressed mobile manipulation prob-

lems in a sequential manner [2], [3], [4]. Robots first

navigate near the object with its base motion (navigation)

and then it observes the scene, plans and executes the grasp

(manipulation). Combining navigation and manipulation can

enable the robot to pre-plan the grasps when the robot is

still approaching the object, thus improving time efficiency

of the task. Further, by estimating full 6D object pose dis-

tributions (underlying uncertainty), the robot can determine

if the uncertainty in pose estimate can be compensated by

its gripper alignment capability [5] and accordingly plan a

new action either to reduce pose uncertainty or execute the

grasp as shown in Fig. 1. In this work, we focus on the

vision problem (left side of Fig. 1) i.e tracking the full 6D

pose distribution of the object, which is essential for grasp

planning while the robot is still approaching.

Most comparable works on 6D object pose estimation have

focused on estimating the single best guess of each object’s

pose [6], [7], [8]. The quality of the pose estimate provided
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Fig. 1. Right: gripper alignment capability (this can be optimised offline
and stays constant over time), Left: uncertainty in object pose estimate robot
wants to grasp (this can be reduced by getting better object views), Center:
grasp planning by coupling base and arm motion (based on uncertainty in
pose estimate can be compensated by gripper, robot plans action either to
get better observation or executes the grasp)

by these methods depend on several factors such as occlu-

sions, object symmetry, self-occlusions, lighting conditions

etc. Robots can significantly benefit from estimating the full

6D object pose distribution due to the possibility to take

a new action for getting better observation prior to grasp

execution. Thus recent works have focused on estimating

the pose distribution [9], [10], [11], [12]. Further, while

approaching the object, the robot can also fuse the temporal

information by tracking the object pose. Deng et al.[13] have

presented a framework that can track the full object pose

distribution in time. While such an approach can be used

for tracking the full object pose distribution during the final

phase of approaching (when robot is close to the object),

being able to track it even earlier can enable the robot to

efficiently plan the grasp by combining its base and arm

motion.

In addition, today’s indoor environments are often

equipped with cameras (see Fig. 2) for occupancy tracking,

surveillance, smart office solutions and so on. We exploit

the use of such a multi-view camera setup consisting of sta-

tionary external cameras and moving robot camera to enable

6D object pose distribution tracking for grasp planning on

mobile robots.

While there exist several prior works in estimating object

pose using multiple views [14], [15], [16], we present a

multi-view object pose estimation framework that can es-

timate object pose along with underlying distribution and

track it in time using stationary and moving cameras. We

evaluate our framework on a simulated multi-view YCB

dataset created using BlenderProc [17] and compare it with
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a single view baseline [13].

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss existing work in object pose

estimation, object pose distribution estimation, multi-view

object pose estimation and then summarize our contribution.

A. 6D object pose estimation

The 6D object pose estimation problem refers to the

estimation of 3D position (x, y, z) and 3D orientation (e.g.

roll, pitch, yaw) of the observed object. Traditional methods

for 6D object pose estimation are mainly classified into

template based [18], [19], [20] and feature-based methods

[21], [22], [23].

In the past decade with advances in deep learning [24],

several works have focused on using data-driven learning-

based approaches for pose estimation. Initial works [25]

focused on direct regression from the image to 6D pose.

However, for symmetric objects, several orientations can be

true as the object has the same view from different view-

points. Thus, later works have tried to deal with this problem

by using novel loss functions that take object symmetry

into account [6] or by solving orientation as a classification

problem [7], [11]. To improve robustness against occlusions,

recent works have focused on the prediction of object key-

points [26], [27], [28] and then solve the Perspective-n-

Point problem for pose estimation. Other works predict the

position of each pixel of the object and use it for object pose

estimation [8].

In robotic tasks such as grasping very high precision

of the 6D pose estimate of the object is required. This is

often achieved using iterative approaches such as Iterative

Closest Point (ICP) [29]. Recent works have developed deep

iterative approaches [30], [31], [32], [33] for the refinement

step which results in very precise 6D pose estimates of the

objects.

B. Object pose distribution

In robotics, pose distributions are preferred over a single

pose estimate as they can also be used to estimate the

probability of success of the robotic task [5]. In addition to

lighting conditions and camera calibration errors, uncertainty

in 6D pose estimation depends also on object geometry and

occlusions due to other objects [34]. While pose uncertainties

are traditionally modelled using uni-modal distribution (such

as Gaussian), pose distributions are often multi-modal [34].

Thus multi-modal distribution such as a mixture of Gaussians

or histograms are preferred for modelling uncertainty in

object pose estimates. Several works have also preferred

antipodal distribution such as a mixture of Bingham [35]

for modelling uncertainty in orientations [36], [37], [38],

[39], [40], while others [12], [41], [11], [10] have tried to

use different models for modelling position and orientation

uncertainty. Position uncertainty is modelled by a simple

Gaussian while orientation uncertainty is modelled either us-

ing a mixture of Bingham [42], [9] or multi-modal histogram

distribution [11], [10].

Fig. 2. Multi-camera setup consisting of stationary external cameras and
moving robot camera.

C. Multi-view object pose estimation

Multi-view pose estimation refers to the estimation of

the 6D pose of the object by taking into account multiple

views of the object [43], [44], [45], [14], [15], [16]. Some

of these multi-view object pose estimation methods focus

on sequentially incorporating more views of the object (also

referred to as 6D object pose tracking). These are mostly

object-based SLAM methods [46], [47] or active vision

approaches [48], [49], [50] that capture multiple views of

the object and improve the pose estimate over time. Some

recent works [10], [51] have also focused on 6D object

pose tracking in a manipulation context. Other works focus

on simultaneously using multiple views of the object from

different camera viewpoints. Some of these works jointly

estimate the 3D pose from multiple object views [52], [53],

[45], others [15], [44], [43], [14], [16] first generate pose

estimate in each view and then use different techniques to

fuse multiple pose estimates into one.

However, not much prior work exists in multi-view full

pose distribution estimation. Erkent et al. [54] have intro-

duced an approach for integrating the 6DoF pose estimates

from different views by assuming Gaussian uncertainty in

each view. As discussed above, a uni-modal distribution is

not sufficient for modelling symmetric or occluded objects.

They also assume only stationary cameras and don’t incorpo-

rate any motion model for sequentially tracking the estimated

pose distribution which is essential for the manipulation task.

To our knowledge, there is no existing work that explores

multiple simultaneous views along with sequential temporal

integration to estimate object pose along with underlying

pose distribution using a multi-modal orientation distribution.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We propose a multi-view full 6D pose distribution track-

ing framework that simultaneously fuses information from

multiple cameras and then sequentially tracks it over time

as shown in Fig. 3. Our work is inspired from the single-

camera 6D pose tracking framework proposed by Deng et



Fig. 3. Rao-blackwelized particle filter proposed by Deng et al. [13] extended for multi-view 6D pose distribution tracking

al. [13]. We extend this to a multi-camera setup consisting

of stationary and moving cameras as shown in Fig. 2.

Particles are initialized based on object detections available

from different camera views, verified using observations

from multiple views and then sequentially tracked in time.

Pose distributions are directly estimated in the robot frame

(moving camera) to enable grasp planning. In the following

section, we describe the mathematical framework in detail.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Modelling posterior distribution

As proposed in [55] and demonstrated by [13], we split

the 6D state variable (Xt) into rotation (Rt) and translation

(Tt) components using the Rao-Blackwellization assumption

for efficient sampling in 6D space as shown in Eq. 1.

P (Xt|Z1:t) ∼ P (Tt, Rt|Z1:t) = P (Tt|Z1:t)P (Rt|Tt, Z1:t)
(1)

Z1:t refers to the sequence of observations 1 to t. The rotation

component is modelled as conditional on the translational

component.

The translational component of the tracked object is

assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution in each camera

frame. Combining estimates from different camera frames

results in mixture of Gaussian posterior distributions:

P (Tt) =

K∑

i=1

φi N (μi, σi) (2)

To effectively capture the symmetry of the object and deal

with occlusions, the rotational component of the tracked ob-

ject is modelled as a 3D histogram distribution consisting of

discretized orientation space of the object. Discretization is

performed using an Euler angle representation for orientation

with a resolution of 5 degrees, thus resulting in 37x72x72

(elevation, azimuth, bank) bins [13].

During initialization of tracking, particles for the trans-

lational component are sampled based on object detections

from different camera frames, while the orientation distribu-

tion is initialized as a uniform histogram distribution.

B. Motion propagation

At each time step t, particles from time t−1 are propagated

to time t using a motion model. Since particles originate from

different frames, different motion models are required for

propagation. Further, particles from external camera frames

also needs to be transformed into the robot’s frame, which

is our reference frame. If “cr” is a robot camera frame and

“ce” is an external camera frame, then motion propagation

for particles originating from camera and robot frames are

modelled as shown in Eq. 4 and Eq. 3 respectively, where T

refers to transformation.

crt
ot T = crt

crt−1
T ◦ crt−1

ot−1
T ◦ot−1

ot T (3)

crt
ot T = crt

cetT ◦ cet
cet−1

T ◦ cet−1
crt−1

T ◦ crt−1
ot−1

T ◦ot−1
ot T (4)

The object motion (otot−1
T ) is modelled as Brownian mo-

tion, the stationary camera motion (cetcet−1
T ) is assumed be

constant and the robot camera motion (crtcetT ) is modelled

using an odometry motion model [56].

C. Observation likelihood and multi-view fusion

In this step, we compute how many observations from

different frames agree with the propagated particles (Eq. 5).

In all the equations, r indicates the robot camera frame, while

e1, e2, ... en are external camera frames.

P (rZt,
e1Zt, ...,

enZt|rTt,
rRt) ∝ P (rRt|rTt,

rZt,
e1Zt, ...,

enZt)P (rZt,
e1Zt, ..,

enZt|rTt)
(5)

We compute the orientation distribution for each particle

using the approach proposed by Deng et al. [13] wherein they

compute a codebook for discretized orientation space of the

object using de-noising auto-encoder [57] . These orientation

distribution are then fused together as described in Eq. 6.

P (rRt|rTt,
rZt,

e1Zt, ..,
enZt) = P (Rj

c|rTt,
rZt))·

P (Rj
c|rTt,

e1Zt) · .. · P (Rj
c|rTt,

enZt)
(6)

Fig. 4 shows an example wherein first orientation distri-

butions are estimated for the mustard bottle object from the



Yale-CMU-Berkeley (YCB) benchmark [58] in each camera

frame. These distributions are then transformed to the robot

frame and fused together as described in Eq. 6. By fusing the

evidence from three different sources, it is able to eliminate

uncertainties due to object symmetry and converge to a uni-

modal orientation hypothesis.

Fig. 4. Fusion of orientation distributions estimated in different frames

Weights of the individual translation particles are then

determined by taking marginal probability of the fused

orientation distribution as described in Eq. 7.

P (rZt,
e1Zt, ..,

enZt|rTt) ∝
∑

j

P (rRt|rTt,
rZt,

e1Zt, ..,
enZt)

(7)

D. Re-sampling and pose estimation

Weighted particles are then re-sampled to increase the

number of particles with higher weights. The translation

component of pose estimate at time t is estimated by taking

a weighted average of means of particles originating form

different frames as modelled in the posterior distribution.

Weight for each frame is computed by taking the sum of

the weights of re-sampled particles in a particular frame

normalized over the sum of weights of all particles. For

estimating the orientation component we use the approach

used in [13] by taking a weighted average of the rotations

within the neighbourhood of rotation from time t-1.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Dataset

We evaluate the proposed algorithm on the subset of

objects from YCB benchmark for robot manipulation [58].

Since there are no existing YCB dataset’s with ground truth

for the described multi-view setup, we created a simulated

dataset using BlenderProc [17] photo-realistic renderer. Our

generated dataset consists of several sequences wherein the

robot is moving towards the objects simulating both base and

arm motion [59]. The dataset consists of 16 such sequences

with 8 different YCB objects. Each sequence consists of a

subset of chosen objects from the YCB benchmark placed

randomly. External cameras are placed at around 3 m from

the objects. The robot camera moves towards the object

starting from 3 m away from the objects to around 0.5 m

from the object recording 100 frames in the process. Further,

since the renderer doesn’t use any noise model for depth

images, we have assumed Gaussian noise with zero mean

and standard deviation of 5% of the depth measurement at

each pixel. The code and dataset accompanying this paper is

provided here 1.

B. Evaluation method

Most of the existing 6D pose estimation works use

ADD/ADD-S metrics for quantitative evaluation. However,

these metrics don’t capture the error in individual transla-

tion and orientation components of the 6D pose estimate.

Intuitively when the camera is close to the object it should

result in a good translation estimate, while a multi-camera

setup should result in a good orientation estimate. Thus

to understand how translation and orientation estimates are

affected when the object is tracked from far with a multi-

view setup, we report both translation and orientation errors

(sum across all 3 axis). We limit experiments only to the

objects that have unique 6D pose estimate. Many of these

objects have single/multiple axis of symmetry.

Further, we also evaluate the underlying uncertainty in

the estimated pose. We report the standard deviation of the

translation particles to understand the spread of translation

component of the pose distribution. We also report the

log-likelihood of ground truth orientation similar to [9] to

evaluate probability assigned to the ground truth orientation

in the tracked orientation distribution.

We compare our proposed multi-view pose distribution

tracking framework with a single view baseline [13] using

the above-described metrics.

VI. RESULTS

Since it is difficult to demonstrate the tracking perfor-

mance just with the above mentioned metrics, we first present

two qualitative examples followed by quantitative results.

A. Example 1: simple scenario

In this example, the robot is approaching the object by

moving closer to it and tracks the “cracker-box” object from

the YCB benchmark as shown in Fig. 5 (first row). Plots in

rows 2 and 3 of Fig. 5 describe the change of the above-

described metrics over time during the tracking process.

From Fig. 5 a) and b) we can see that in the case of

multiple views, translation and orientation errors converge

immediately even when the robot camera is very far away

from the object. While with just a single camera (Fig. 5

e) and f)) convergence takes place only when the robot is

sufficiently close to the object. It should be noted that final

convergence is much better in a single view case as when

the robot is close to the object, the robot camera has better

observation while the multi-view also uses more uncertain

observations from external cameras. Further, Fig. 5 c), d)

and g), h) show the change of orientation and translation

uncertainties. The standard deviation of translation particles

is directly proportional to the translation error and thus can

be used to determine confidence in the available translation

estimate. Fig. 5 d) and h) show that much higher likelihood is

1https://lakshadeep.github.io/research/
2021-09-15-multi-view-object-pose-tracking/



Fig. 5. First row: Robot views at different time frames, external camera views, tracked object (cracker box) Second and Third row: translation error,
rotation error, translation std. deviation and log likelihood of ground truth orientation for multi-view and single-view respectively

Fig. 6. First row: Robot views at different time frames, external camera views, tracked object (mustard bottle) Second and Third row: translation error,
rotation error, translation std. deviation and log likelihood of ground truth orientation for multi-view and single-view respectively

assigned to the ground truth orientation when using a fusion

of external and robot cameras, thus resulting in more certain

orientation distributions.

B. Example 2: complex scenario
In this example, the robot is approaching the object by

moving towards it while also rotating its camera to look

at it and track the “mustard-bottle” object from the YCB

benchmark as shown in the first row of Fig. 6. Initially,



TABLE I

RESULTS ON SIMULATED DATASET FOR DIFFERENT YCB OBJECTS

Objects
Translation error

(in m)
Orientation error

(in deg)
Translation std. dev.

(in m)
Log-likelihood

Multi-view Single-view Multi-view Single-view Multi-view Single-view Multi-view Single-view
Cracker-box 0.0121 0.0172 6.33 18.60 0.0781 0.0583 -6.91 -11.09

Mustard bottle 0.0251 0.0621 10.68 93.48 0.1191 0.0601 -7.15 -10.97
Mug 0.0495 0.0778 15.69 130.28 0.1370 0.1151 -13.70 -17.22

Sugar box 0.0411 0.0954 9.50 32.47 0.2065 0.0785 -11.25 -13.53
Banana 0.0800 0.1937 15.85 97.95 0.1640 0.1495 -14.92 -17.63

Master chef can 0.0066 0.0065 6.23 87.06 0.0737 0.0318 -8.35 -11.35
Bleach cleanser 0.0955 0.2774 57.44 152.70 0.2375 0.2991 -13.65 -16.89

Power drill 0.0561 0.3125 17.36 23.97 0.0837 0.0444 -11.19 -12.74
Mean 0.0457 0.1303 17.38 79.56 0.1374 0.1046 -10.89 -13.92

the object is not visible in the robot camera frame due to

occlusion and becomes visible only at around time t=20.

However, the multi-view framework can already estimate

the pose with high error as the object is visible in other

frames. When the object starts to appear in the robot frame

at around t = 20, there is an increase in translation error

(Fig. 6 a)) as at that point our framework starts to fuse

information from the robot camera and since the object is

still partially occluded it results in noisy depth information.

It doesn’t affect the rotation estimate as it is computed by

a weighted average of rotations in the neighbourhood of the

previous time step. However, rotation thus starts to deviate

when the object starts to become fully visible (around t=40)

in the robot frame when it gets orientations that are close to

the previous orientation before it starts to converge. Further,

in Fig. 6 c) and d) we can see that there are high uncertainties

both in translation and orientation which can be explained

by the fact that initially object is occluded and even when

it becomes visible the robot cannot see any distinct side of

the object. However, the robot does become more confident

about the ground truth orientation as it collects more and

more evidence as seen in Fig. 6 d). We cannot see any clear

pattern in the case of a single view (Fig. 6 third row) as it

fails to track the object initially due to occlusion and fails to

recover even when the object is visible as the object is far

off from its estimated distribution.

C. Quantitative results

In Table I, we present the mean of different metrics

described before for different YCB objects over the gen-

erated sequences which further validate the results from

the qualitative examples. For the multi-view experiments,

2 external camera frames were used. 30 particles were

initialized around the ground truth translation for each object

in each external camera frame and 50 particles from the robot

camera frame thus resulting in a total of 110 particles. In

the case of single-view experiments, all 110 particles were

initialized around the ground truth translation from the robot

camera frame.

We can see that the multi-view approach perform sig-

nificantly better compared to the single-view approach in

estimating the object pose. Fusing information from mul-

tiple cameras results in a much better orientation estimate

compared to a translation estimate. However, it can be

noted that high translation error is also backed by high

translation standard deviation which can be used to determine

uncertainty. Further, multi-view fusion results in a much

higher likelihood for ground truth orientation which can be

inferred from high values for log-likelihood in a multi-view

framework compared to a single view. Also, as expected a

better log-likelihood of ground truth orientation, results in a

good orientation estimate.

We can also see that the magnitude of the above-mentioned

metrics vary from object to object. Large and distinct objects

such as “cracker-box” can often be visible even from far

unless there are occlusions and hence there is no significant

difference between multi-view and single-view translation

and orientation errors, while there is a significant difference

in small and self-occluded objects such as “mug” or partially

symmetric objects such as “mustard bottle” or “banana”.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have presented a framework for multi-

view 6D object pose distribution tracking on mobile robots.

Our results show that the use of external cameras can

result in improved pose estimates even when the objects

are far from the robot or when objects are occluded. The

presented work is thus considered as an enabler for early pre-

planning of grasping on mobile robots. Further, since whole

pose distribution is tracked, it also provides details about

underlying uncertainties needed for successful grasping. We

believe the algorithm can be further improved by efficiently

dealing with conflicting evidence and adaptively sampling

the particles from different observation sources. We also

plan to extend the framework into a partially observable

Markov decision framework (PO-MDP) to also determine

the action that will reduce the uncertainty and give a better

pose estimate.
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